Top 10 legit essay writing
companies
Essay writing companies provide services to people in need to write an exceptional piece of
writing. Essay writing companies have become an essential part of a student's life. Students for higher
education travel all over the world for the best academic degrees. However, it is not easy for every
student to meet the requirements of these top universities at the start. Students also suffer from
language barriers, making it difficult for them to express their thoughts in assignments and essays. For
making their life easy, students approach essay writers to get their services.
college essay writer provides a platform for students to approach professional writers to get
writing done for them. How can we evaluate which essay writing company is the best among thousands
of others? There are few things to consider while assessing good companies.

The first thing to consider about essay writing companies is price. Every company varies in price
demand, mainly offering per-page rates. These firms provide quality content that unprofessional people
cannot imitate. These firms hire well-educated and experienced writers to meet the needs of quality
content. Along with all these aspects, customer support is also critical because, in any case, students
need to get in touch with the company's support team. If students were poorly treated, they would
never return to that firm; that is why essay writing companies evaluate the price, quality, writers, and
customer support. The ten most famous essay writing firms are as follows:
1.

99 Papers:

It is the highest-rated essay writing company with 4.6 ratings. It is renowned for its effective pricing,
helpful customer support, and money-back guarantee. The price starts from $9 per page and goes up
according to your required pages. It gives clients a 5% discount on the first order. Its website contains a
calculator to calculate the cost according to your requirements, then sign up if you are comfortable. It
ensures customers provide their material on time.
1.

Grademiners:

The competitive edge of this firm is experience. It is offering its services in the market for about ten
years, due to which customer's trust is their strength. Its easy pricing policy and proofreading services
make it famous. Despite the positive aspects, it also has some drawbacks, such as high prices for rush
orders.
1.

Essaybox:

This company is famous worldwide with 1800 employees all over the world. Its primary focus is college
and graduate students. It has diverse subjects’ availability, and its essay writer free are native English
speakers, which keeps English language quality up to the mark. Along with good qualities, it also has
some negative points such as missed deadlines and high rates for extra work.
1.

Essay factory:

The most impactful thing about this film is its outstanding customer support, even in the early morning.
It provides a diverse subject range, market competitive pricing with an effective website. Its drawbacks
include: some writers are not professional, and its money-back guarantee is not adequate.
1.

Essay-Company:

The impactful points of this firm are the availability of VIP firms, quality content, and in-time delivery.
However, some reviews for this firm are not good. Its non-English native people and some ineffective
SEO marketing techniques are disadvantages of this firm.
1.

Paper Help:

It is a worldwide famous firm which provides high-quality essays with their highly educated writers. It
provides a calculator for students to calculate the cost before assigning the essay. It is quite an
expensive service, such as if you want an essay of a thousand words in three hours, then it will cost you
about $150 to $170.
1.

Pen Camp:

This is an expensive firm that provides assured quality content with a money-back guarantee, but It also
has some bad points. The minimum time to get an assignment back is three hours. You can request
changes within ten days after that company will not be liable for any corrections. Its website contains a
calculator, but it only allows calculating cost by per page rate, not by-word count.
1.

Speedy Paper:

This site provides quality for which writers must show their diploma or degree before taking any order. It
gives a money-back and satisfaction guarantee with free revisions. It also provides a calculator that
allows you to put pages but tells you how many words will be included in that number of pages. Its
negative point is that the fastest order you can get back is in six hours.
1.

Evolution writers:

This essay writing firm started working in 2009 and grew with time. Its seasoned professionals provide
high-quality, plagiarism-free services. Its rate starts from $9.97 per page and is quite affordable as
compared to other firms. It makes information confidential to get the trust of clients.
1.

X Essays:

This firm offers original essays with zero percent plagiarism. Its rate starts from $14.99 per page. It
gives you a guarantee to provide exceptional quality essays with extraordinary services.

The easy way to find a good essay writing firm is to search for the best firms that can help you
with your assessments on the web. Online reviews are available on most websites to choose the best
writer for you to whom you can ask to write my essay for me. To check the unbiased reviews, you can
check them from other websites that provide reviews for different services. Compare and contrast the
pricing, guarantees such as money-back or satisfaction, and revision policies. Along with that, try to chat
with customer support to check if they take care of their clients or not. Then after evaluating all these
things, select the most appropriate essay writing company for you.
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